
Q/Tos Dataset Replication Tool (Q/DART) 
 

This tool copies a Dataset Version and all of its constituent records to a unique and separate Q/Tos 

database.  Q/Dart is started from a TACL prompt with the following syntax: 

<dataset name (<dataset version>)> FROM <source database> TO <destination database> 

 The dataset version is a specific version number or can be an asterisk (*) for all versions.  This 

can also be a range of versions in the form (<from version> / <to version>). 

 The source and destination database are each in the form $VOL.SUBVOL 

Examples: 

To replicate a specific dataset version 

RUN QDART MONTHLY-BACKUP (759) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA  

To replicate all versions of a dataset 

RUN QDART MONTHLY-BACKUP (*) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA  

To replicate a range of versions of a dataset 

RUN QDART MONTHLY-BACKUP (50/150) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA  

 

Replicating multiple datasets: 

Q/Dart can also read a list of Q/Dart commands from an edit file and execute each one individually.  

Enter the Q/Dart command file as the IN FILE when running Q/Dart. 

Example Edit File ($Data.Qtos.DartIn): 
MONTHLY-BACKUP (*) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA  
GROUP-A-BACKUP (*) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA  
GROUP-B-BACKUP (*) FROM \QSADEV.$QSA.QTOSDATA TO \QSAPROD.$DATA.QTOSDATA 

 

RUN QDART/IN $DATA.QTOS.DARTIN,OUT $S.#DART.OUT,PRI 75/ 

 

Q/Dart execution: 

Q/Dart performs the following operations for each dataset version copied: 

1. Verify that the destination database is ready to accept the copy of the dataset version.  If any of 

the conditions fail, abort the dataset replication for that version. 

a. Verify that the Q/Tos USERID in the source dataset exists in the destination database. 

b. Verify that the VAULT record in the source dataset exists in the destination database. 

c. Verify that the tape volume records will not collide with existing tape volume records in 

the destination database. 

d. Verify that the Version Dataset record doesn’t already exist in the destination database. 



e. Verify that the Master Dataset record exists on the destination database.  Create it if it 

doesn’t. 

2. Copy the Dataset Version record from the source to the destination database, updating the 

DSNID field.  The DSNID is used to link all of the records associated with the dataset version. 

3. Copy the Dataset Comments records and any records from the DSNX and DSNLOC files. 

4. Copy or Update the Tape Volume records. 

5. Copy the Backup Listing records to the destination database. 

 

Q/Dart reporting and messages: 

Q/Dart reports each step of the each dataset copied as follows: 

The command is echoed 

Starting command: AVR(16) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

The Master dataset is created in the target db if it doesn’t already exist 

Master dataset for AVR not found in target database. 

Copying Master to Target from Source... 

 

The Version dataset is created in the target db 

Dataset AVR(16) added to Target database. 

The Comments records are copied to the target db 

3 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

The Vault record is created in the target db if it doesn’t already exist 

Vault WILD not on Target database.  Adding... 

The Tape Volume record is created or updated in the target db  

Adding tape volume Q00302 on Target database. 

The Backup Listing records are copied to the target db 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

670 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Confirmation that the dataset has been copied to the target db 

Dataset AVR(16) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

  



Q/Dart messages: 

 

 

Example Q/Dart Output: 

 

 

 

 

  

Tapes file read error - <file management error>  

A guardian file management error was encountered when reading the tapes record(s) from the 

source database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Tape volume <tape volume name> already exists in the target database: Not the same VAULT 

The tape volume exists in the destination database but is assigned to a different vault than the 

record in the source database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Tape volume <tape volume name> already exists in the target database: Not the same LABEL TYPE 

The tape volume exists in the destination database but is assigned to a different label type than the 

record in the source database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Tape volume <tape volume name> already exists in the target database: Assigned to a Dataset 

The tape volume exists in the destination database but is in use and already assigned to a dataset in 

the source database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Tape volume <tape volume name> already exists in the target database: Not in SCRATCH state 

The tape volume exists in the destination database but is not in a SCRATCH state in the source 

database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Master dataset could not be read from source.  Error - <file management error> 

A guardian file management error was encountered while reading the Master Dataset record on the 

Source Database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

Version dataset could not be created in target.  Error - <file management error> 

A guardian file management error was encountered while creating the Version Dataset record on the 

Destination Database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

 

Error <file management error> reading version dataset. 

A guardian file management error was encountered while reading the Version Dataset record on the 

Destination Database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

 

Error <file management error> opening <file name>  

A guardian file management error was encountered while opening a disk file in either the source or 

destination database.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Command not formatted properly.  Keyword FROM not found. 

Missing keyword FROM which designates the source database location.  Dataset Replication is for 

this version is Aborted. 

 

Command not formatted properly.  Source Database not found. 

Correct files not found in the source database location.  Dataset Replication is for this version is 

Aborted. 

 

Command not formatted properly.  Source database location is too long. 

The source database location name contains too many characters.  Dataset Replication is for this 

version is Aborted. 

 

Command not formatted properly.  Keyword TO not found. 

Missing keyword TO which designates the destination database location.  Dataset Replication is for 

this version is Aborted. 

 

Command not formatted properly.  Target database location is too long. 

The target database location name contains too many characters.  Dataset Replication is for this 

version is Aborted. 

 

Cannot identify supplied command file. 

The command file could not be found.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

 

Supplied command file name is not a disk file. 

The command file must be a disk file.  Dataset Replication is for this version is Aborted. 

 

Initiating Edit read for command file failed - <edit error>. 

An error was encountered when initiating the edit read for the command file.  Dataset Replication is 

for this version is Aborted. 

 

Either a command file (INFILE) or command string is required. 

Q/Dart couldn’t find a command file name or a command string in its startup.  Dataset Replication is 

for this version is Aborted. 

 



Q/Dart sample run: 

 

The sample used a command file with the following lines: 

SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

AVR(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA  

OSS-TERRY(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Note:  The SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP dataset was created using PAK to backup, so there are no tapes 

records to copy. 
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Starting command: SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Master dataset for SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP not found in target database. 

Copying Master to Target from Source... 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(4) added to Target database. 

10 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Vault WILD not on Target database.  Adding... 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

670 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(4) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(5) added to Target database. 

9 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

683 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(5) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(6) added to Target database. 

9 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

695 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(6) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(7) added to Target database. 

9 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

688 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(7) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 



 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(8) added to Target database. 

9 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

847 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(8) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(9) added to Target database. 

9 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

862 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset SOURCE-FULL-BACKUP(9) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

 

Starting command: AVR(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Master dataset for AVR not found in target database. 

Copying Master to Target from Source... 

Dataset AVR(16) added to Target database. 

3 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Vault GARET2 not on Target database.  Adding... 

Vault GARET not on Target database.  Adding... 

Adding tape volume Q00302 on Target database. 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

10 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset AVR(16) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

 

Starting command: OSS-TERRY(*) FROM $QSA.QTOSDATA TO $QSA.BUDDDATA 

 

Master dataset for OSS-TERRY not found in target database. 

Copying Master to Target from Source... 

Dataset OSS-TERRY(24) added to Target database. 

11 Dataset comment records copied to Target Database 

Vault OSSVAU not on Target database.  Adding... 

Adding tape volume Q00210 on Target database. 

Adding Backup Listing records to Target Database. 

2701 listing records copied to Target Database. 

Dataset OSS-TERRY(24) copied from $QSA.QTOSDATA to $QSA.BUDDDATA 


